The first virial corrections for shear viscosity rj and thermal conductivity X are calculated, starting from the B o l t z m an n -L a n d a u equation of a quantum gas in binary collision approximation. The first order C h a p m a n -E nsk o g solution is used. With a very simplified collisional operator numeri cal values are got and compared with experiments. The result is that the kinetic equation including the interaction effects in quasi-free motion is able to explain the empirical order of magnitude of drj/dn.
Recently attempts have been made, to calculate transport coefficients of gases for not too low den sities. A sum m ary has been given by C ohen, E r n st, and D orfm ann 1, R esib o is 2 and K aw asaki and Op pe n h eim 3.
There are three m ethods: (i) Te earliest was that of E nskog 4, starting from a modified B oltzmann equation for hard cores.
(ii) Another one starts from a formula, which expresses the transport coefficient by time-correlation functions 5.
O r: (iii) The transport properties are given by certain integrals over reduced non-equilibrium dis tribution fu n ctio n s6. The equivalence of the last methods has been shown recently by R esib o is 2 for classical gases. (See also 3.)
In this paper we will return to a B oltzmann equa tion approach to transport theory. This has been very successful for low density gases. Of course, the wellknown B oltzmann equation is not capable of treating gases at moderate densities: it leads to equilibrium properties of perfect gases and to lowest-order-in-density transport coefficients. To ex tend the range of application with respect to the density, B oltzmann's equation for the particle dis tribution function f ( r , p , t ) must be extended first. One attem pt in doing that is E nskog's proposal for a modified collisional change d cf/B t. Its main ad Theory of Non Uniform Gases, University Press, Cam bridge 1953. 5 See e. g. J. A. M cL e n n a n , Advan. Chem. Phys. 5, 261 [1963] or P. C. M a r t i n , in Statistical Mechanics of Equilibrium vantage is that the transport coefficients can be cal culated up to very high densities even near the critical region. Its disadvantages are that it can only be formulated for a hard sphere gas, and that an ad hoc modification of the final results (together with an additional fitting of an interaction para meter) is necessary to get correct results. Num eri cally they agree with experiments over a large range of density, but at small densities there are con siderable deviations between the E n s k o g theory and experim ent7. Now recently methods have been de veloped to generalize transport equations to systems with arbitrary densities, based on ideas of B o g o l i ub o v , L a n d a u , K i r k w o o d , C o h e n , P r i g o g i n e etc. For quantum gases especially in the binary collision approxim ation it has been show n8 that a simply altered B o l t z m a n n equation of the LANDAu-type very well describes moderately dense gases with arbitrary (but short range, of course) interaction. The point is: the influence of the interaction on a given mole cule is not only described by collisions, between which the particles are free -there is, moreover, a mean interaction also during the time of mean free flight r, modifying the energy ep of molecule with momentum p.
is the real part of the two particle scattering am plitude in forward d irectio n 8. If we restrict to binary collision approxim ation, it is independent of /. The collisional operator in the transport equation is altered in containing the conservation law for the energy ( 1 ), besides momentum conser vation as usual. As ep depends on the distribution /, the collisional operator o gets density dependent. According to the idea of L a n d a u 9 also the stream ing part of the transport equation has to be altered. The velocity of a quantum particle with dispersion relation ( 1 ) is 3Je = Z + 3 | > ( p,q) l(r, q,t)iq
and its acceleration is
The distribution function thus must be a solution of 3 / , 3 £p m df_ _ 3 sp _ 3 / 3« dp dr 3 r dp
= S ° (p, Pi p pi ; /) (/' fi -f h ) dpi dp' <W-Statistics effects have been neglected. As is shown in 8, this B oltzmann-L a n d a u equation leads to quasi-equilibrium properties of a real gas: virial equation of state, density-corrections for local ener gy, entropy etc., a modification of the sound velo city c = c(n) and the prediction of a physical phenomenon in gases, which is known from low tem perature quantum liquids: Zero sound is likely to be expected in a moderately dense B oltzmann gas for that region of tem perature, in which the repulsive component of the interm olecular force predominates. All these quasi-equilibrium effects are only due to the modified stream ing part of (5 ) The modified streaming part is also very plausi ble from the derivation of the transport equation from first principles. The S-matrix in the collisional change only occurs if one integrates the L iouville or von N eumann equation over a finite time t . . . t + At. This must necessarely change the pure mo tion, which only infinitesimally is described by V 'g ra d r. In finite time intervals " interference" be tween //kin and V occurs, altering the stream ing part simultaneously with the collisional part. In fact both are mixed and it is somewhat artificially to separate them into a term, in which momentum change predominates ( 3 c//3 i) and another, in which position change predominates. But as long as the system is gas-like, this picture should be true, at least approximatively.
In this paper we will study the transport coeffi cients for shear viscosity {r]) and heat conduction (A) based on (5 ). As is well known, this requires (even in the low density limit) the solution of an integral equation with the collisional operator as kernel. It has been shown by R e sib o is 2 very clearly that all other methods of calculating transport co efficients also meet the very same integral equation for the linear deviation of the distribution function from (local) equilibrium. We will not check here the principal equivalence of our approach to the others. It clearly reduces to the well-known results for very dilute gases if n^O . At moderate densities there are density corrections which could be calcu lated e. g. with perturbation methods. But in order to get a first test for the quality of (5) with respect to the density dependence of rj and A, we will not write down the whole generalized theory of integration of (5 ), but will proceed by sim pli fying the collisional operator:
It is well known for very dilute gases (see e. g. 10) that some typical features of transport theory may already be got by using such simplified collisional operator. The accurate integration theory would lead to convolution integrals of F(p,q) with o , adding some more numerical trouble to the usual calcula tions of t] and k. This cannot be done unless F is known, either by calculating the real part of the scattering amplitude or by inverting < 7 > which connects the second virial coefficient B with F 8. As long as such results are not available one would try to factorize the convolutions, which essen tially means to neglect the dependence of F and o from its variables. This in turn allows the simplifi cation (6).
I. A pproxim ate Solution o f the B oltzm ann-L andau Equation
If the collisions have a very strong effect, almost immediately local equilibrium is established. / is fully determined by local density, mean velocity and tem perature:
n{r,t) = J70(r,p,t) dp,
Particle, momentum and energy transport in such gases only occurs by convection. We are now in terested in small -deviations from quasi-equilibrium. The linear operator L is given by
Especially the last term contributes to the density dependence of the collisional operator. The others are n-dependent via (8). In addition to the usual C hapm an-E n sk o g theory, the integral equation (11) for /j has a density corrected integral kernel. Also the inhomogenity at the 1. h. s. contains density mo difications. Consequently the solution of (11) is the well-known function for n ->-0 , modified by density corrections. Thus one gets the correct trans port coefficients of dilute gases plus terms ~n . Re signing possible accuracy we now employ the ap proxim ation L ( /i (6') r must be of order of the time of free flight, aver aged over p.°( p p i-+ p 'p i',f) fo(Pi) d p i dp' d p !% , -= <S°(PPi-> P 'P i' f) dp' <W >p,pt> (1 2 ) t n r n depends on density via the averaging functions /0 and because the total cross-section G(p> ? ;/)= J °(p>q-+p' q\ /) dp'd?' (13) does it. In binary collision approxim ation only the energy conservation law depends on /. Triple col lisions can be taken care of by the /-dependence of the partial cross section. 
The p-dependence of f(r,p,t) is fully determined by (8) and ( 1 ), space and time variables enter through a, ß, U. These functions now shall be chosen such, that n = jf(r,p,t) dp±Sf0(r,p,t) dp, (17)
Consequently it should be 0 = J7 i(p ) dp
This is indeed so, because the continuity equation holds. Similarly one proves U f , dp =°. With the solution ( 1 6 ) of the B oltzmann-L a ndau equation all interesting quantities can be calculated. At first we consider the stress tensor 8 for v + / c
If / = /0, there would not be any non-diagonal ele ments; the pressure is isotropic in quasi-equilibrium. Thus
Py,u = j* (pv-muv) ----" «'j /i dp j (p,-m uv) dd p F(p, q) ft(q) fd(p) dp dq
One might ask, whether PV fi is a symmetric tensor. This can be proved to be so. But the explicit cal culation of (2 1 ) in section III will give At next we are interested in the energy flow
Q = J £p(/) HP) i p -Q" + Q , + ~ / , 2. (22)
As has been derived in 8, in local equilibrium ener gy transport only occurs by convection Q 0 = U{P + £+ ^ n m u2) .
In section IV we will show Q i ~ ( 3 /3 r ) T , the constant of proportionality being defined as (den sity dependent) coefficient of thermal conductivity, X.
II. D ensity Dependence of the Tim e of Mean Free Flight
In the approximation (6 ) of the usual B o l t z m a n n equation the transport coefficients may be shown to be r\ = xn>c T ,
This follows from (21) and (22) with F = 0 in the streaming operator. For the proof one may either look in the textbook of H u a n g 10 or wait until later, formulae (38) and (50). W ithout quantum correc tions of the streaming term in (5) all we had to do would be to take care of the density dependence of x according to (14) :
More exact calculations give for X/rj a factor very near § instead of f 4, showing that our simplifica tion (6) may be erroneous at least « 4 0 % . Let us now determine Ac from (15).
----h • •.) dp' dp/ \ free Maxw. distrib.
The connection between the usual total cross section and a is ( f f p d H w ';K ) d a / ot0t(| k |) , independent from total momentum.
Thus

(r n)n=o = {G{p, q; f = 0 ) ) n=o= ( [ k]i ot0t(\k\) ) = (t>rei »tot(»rei)) • (2 7 )
\ 5 m /k
As G{p, q; / = 0) ~0tot(p -q) only depends on the relative momentum k, ( r n )n=0 is independent from M. The result is the wellknown formula /0« l / n ot0t. The A^-independence of G, the im aginary part of the forward scattering amplitude corresponds to that of F, the real part. Now the next order of density:
with the normalized momentum distribution:
exp { -Qff/2 m) {p -m u ) 2}__ / exp { -(ß/2 m) ( p -m u j 2} dp (29) The first term in (28) is easily to be calculated with the methods, shown in the appendix of 8. The result is -2 ß {G{p, q;
The dash indicates the mean value with the free MAXWELLian distribution (2 9 ). As G(f = 0) and F only depend on the relative momenta, this result does not depend on U . If we assume G and/or F approxi mately to be independent from p -q, the correlated mean value factorizes and this contribution to Ac vanishes. It is of order of C (third virial coefficient), see 8.
The second term in (28) Transform ing the K-average around U = 0 and indicating again such averaging procedure by a dash, we have
where
Originally the averaging over K should be perform ed outside the energy conservation law. But in low est order in the density only terms linear in n F are taken care of in the conservation law. This allows the averaging procedure under the ^-function. As consequence we see that Ek only depends from \ k I . Now the derivation with respect to n can be p er formed.
Term (30) and term (31) together yield Az after division by (2 7 ). If the cross section only slowly depends from k and the correlated averages may be factorized, the approximate result is (32)
Again some knowledge of F would be needed. W ith out details we only can conclude [with (7 )]
This fairly agrees with some experimental results at 20 °C. Take the experimental law rj = rj0(l + n S ). Then <5 is determined from 7, p. 2.227/8. The virial co efficient is taken from n , § 3.6 according to the L ennard-Jones (6 -1 2 ) potential, which agrees very good with experimental values of B(T). It is B = b0 B* (T* ) ; the parameters are given, B*(T*) is tabulated in n , p. 1114. 
III. Coefficient of V iscosity
Now we'll determine the density dependence of rj on account of stream ing effects, which add to (33). To do this we use the expression (21) for the non-diagonal elements of the pressure tensor together with the solution (16) of the B o l t z m a n n -L a n d a u equation, accomplished by (1 7 ), (18). It is Using /3fp \3p"
in the first part of (2 1 ), integration by part and watching v 4= fi we have 1
//• dpu \dt dp 3 r 3 r 3 />y /7,,u is the second part in (21) and will now be shown to vanish. Integration by part, using (35), and omitting all terms ~F because 77V jU explicitly is proportional to F: 3,9,3
For the same reason m;0 from (29) has to be used for the averaging procedure. We now transform in momentum space to U = 0; that does not influence F because (2 ).
Evidently this average in the isotropic free M a x w e l l distribution vanishes because odd moments are taken as v =t= ju. In the remaining expression for Pv/t most of the terms vanish by similar arguments. / / _ ___\ 3 3ß o\ r,
and
The first term does not contribute because (18) ; in the second one transform ation to U = 0 is possible, F {p,q) then only depends from | p | , showing the average to be an odd moment.
3 / 3cp 3 (p" -m Uv) dPu 3 r dp At last ß a ) = 0 , evidently.
The remaining contributions are
It is shown by sim ilar arguments as above, that the factor before dß /d r vanishes too. Thus 32gg , 3£p a 3p" 3Pi e 3 Pi
Here has been used that n J F(p, q) w0 {q) d q de pends on |p | only (after transform ation to M = 0 ). We thus found Puv (v * ß i) ( 3 7 ) with the constant of p roportion ality r) = r n x T ( l + n A j ) , As A j contains derivatives of B, it tests higher moments of F(k). It therefore is a sensitive test of the intermolecular forces. For the (too simple) v a n d e r W a a ls model for B we get Perhaps it is interesting to compare our results with those of E nskog 4> u . E nskog's theory gives the virial expansion results not until he fitted the hard sphere para meter o at the empirical plot; but if one fits in (44), (4 5 ), the absolut value of the first virial correction is right per constructionem. All that could be check ed is the dependence from temperature. But there are no experimental results available.
To sum up our results: The transport theory of
